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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries one mark.

1. Deline DBMS.

2. Give an example for a database package.

3. Define SOL.

4. What is a Primary key ?

5. Define Seleclion operation.

6. What is meant by an E-R model ?

7. Define BCNF.

8. What is a Conceptual view ?

9. Define integrity constraint.
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(10x1= 10 Marks)1C. What do you mean by non-loss decomposition ?
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SECTION _ B
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Answer any I questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

'l 
1 . Explain the evolution o{ database systems.

12. Define Relational model.

13. Explain anytwo Belational Algebraic operations.

14. Distinguish between selection and prolection.

15. What is meant by Foreign Key ? Give an example.

16. Discuss the concept of database tuning.

17. Give an example tor UNION operation.

18. How pandidate key differ from a primary key ?

19. Distinguish between lnternalview and Externalview of a database.

20. Give an example of a situation of a database which provides inconsistent results.

21. What are strong and weak entity sets ?

22. Distinguish conceptual view and end user view. (8x2=16 Marks)

, SECTION - C

Answer any 6 questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. Explain the concepl of redundancy in database system. How this will make
series problems in update operations ?

24. Discuss the role of a Database Administrator in a database system environment.
How he/she 1s different trom the owner ?

25. Discuss the Data Control (DCL) commands in SOL.

26. What are aggregate commands SQL ? lllustrate by giving two examples.

27. Explain how security and privacy is enforced in a database.
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28. Discuss the general syntax with examples the following DIVIL commands.

i) CREATE

ii) SELECT with ORDEFI BY option.

29. Define Normalization. Explain how 1NF can be converted into 2NF.

30. Explain how BCNF is stronger than 3NF usjng a suitable example.

31 . Compare and contrast the features of MS Access and Oracle. (6x4= 2rt ]t4211";

SECTION _ D

Answer any 2 queslions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Explain the advantages of database approach. How it overcomes the
disadvantages with file system.

33. What is an integrity constraint ? Discuss the various integrity constraints such
as Primary Key, Foreign key, Default value, Null value, Range etc. in detail.

34. A relational database consists ot the following schema

WORKER (Emono., Name, Designation, BasicPay)

WORK (Proiect-i_{ Project Name, Location)

ASSIGNMENT (Empno., Project-id, No.-of -hours)

Write SOL Command forthe following :

1) To create WORKEB table assuming Empno. as primary key and Basic pay
within the range 10,000 to 50,000.

2) To list the work assignment details - Employee Name, Project Name,
No.-of-hours.

3) To list the Employee in the alphabetical order of Designation Column and
within each Designation in the decreasing order of BasicPay.

4) To list out the Project-id with total employees working on each and the total
number hours finished in each.

35. Explain the rules in drawing a DFD. Draw an ER-Diagram to represent the data

flow involved in retailed shop having Purchase and Sales Operations. (15x2=30Marks)


